
Security & Screen Doors
Roller Blinds, Roman Blinds, Vertical Blinds
Venetian Blinds, Panel Blinds
Ziptrak Blinds & Awnings
Roller Shutters
Plantation Shutters
SheeSheers & Curtains

www.doorsblindsandshutters.com.au



The 3 point locking system can be added 
to any of our hinged doors adding that 
extra security to your home. Locking 
simultaneously at the top, middle and 
bottom, the 3 tongues operate with 
either the key or the snib.

Optional Extra’s
We have a range of different optional extras to enhance your security or screen door.
One way meshing Pet Doors - Small, Medium & Large Three Point Locking

Sentinel & Premier Screen Doors
Finding the right balance between appearance 
and performance is not always easy. Doors 
Blinds & Shutters wide range of designs and
proven quality ensure security requirements for 
any home can be met. All products are custom 
made made to enhance the design of your home.
All Diamond Grille Doors are available with the 
option of Hinged & Sliding and are available with 
a number of different screenings, ideal if added 
privacy is required. One Way Mesh allows you to 
see out through your door  at the same time as 
reducing the visibility into your house from the outside.

Deadlocking
Automatic Closer*
Secure-safe Hinges
Weather Seal

Professionally Installed
Made to measure
20 standard colours 
10 Year Warranty

No longer do you need to look thru bars or similar obstructions that spoil 
your view. Take advantage our superior mesh protection and enjoy the
finest in security screens. The anti corrosive mesh is provided with a 
UV protected coating using advanced coating processes to ensure clear, 

long lasting looks.

Security & Screen Doors

Clearview & Restrictaview Security
Clearview & Restrictaview systems have 
been put to the test to pass all Australian  
standards. These tests are designed to 
simulate an intense attack using force to 
gain entry through your security screen door. 
The The Restrictaview Security door is a limited 
vision mesh restricting peoples view looking 
inside your home.



Decortaive Screen Designs

     Tulip                 Art Deco      Frosted Rose Duo                     Endeavour          Elegance        Rose Grange

  The Kew           Portsea           Newport           Archer                            Albion             Bridge

    The Strand                      Doncaster                           Clayton                            Liverpool

     Hawthorn           Berkeley         Notting Hill       Park Lane A     Park Lane B          Somerton             Roma



Ziptrak Blinds



Up to 6 metres wide
Ziptrak® outdoor blinds can be up to 6 
metres wide, and 3.5 metres tall. The 
system will automatically include larger, 
stronger and additional components that 
make a 6m wide blind as robust and easy 
to lift as a 3m wide blind. If you’re looking to lift as a 3m wide blind. If you’re looking 
to cost effectively cover a large opening, 
Ziptrak® offers unbeatable quality and 
value.

Ziptrak® Blinds
Connect with the outdoors
Ziptrak® outdoor blinds allow you to control airflow, 
light and temperature whilst remaining connected 
with nature.
Relax and indulge in your own private retreat.

• The trusted solution for outdoor protection
• Robust design and materials
• Australian Owned and Invented
• Versatile installation options

Ziptrak® blinds connect your indoor and 
outdoor environments into one harmonious space.

Centre-Lock-Release
Ziptrak® blinds have locking mechanisms 
which allows the blinds to be locked when 
fully down, providing a secure hold, even 
in windy conditions. With our unique 
Centre Lock Release you can unlock both 
the left and right locks simultaneously the left and right locks simultaneously 
from the centre. Yet another remarkable and 
intuitive solution that makes outdoor entertaining a pleasure.

No zips, cords, ropes or wires.
The Ziptrak® spring-balanced system makes zips, cords, ropes and wires totally redundant.

The unobtrusive design subtly integrates into your area and is easy to operate.



Fabric Options
Sunscreen Mesh or PVC
The blind material is available in a wide range of
colours and transparencies.
Control the elements, but maintain your view.

• Year-round outdoor entertaining
• Control your environment

• Privacy for your backyard or balcony
• Spend less time cleaning

Whether you need to shield the weather for the perfect 
BBQ, enclose the pergola or create your own alfresco 
courtyard Easislip™ Plus clear and tints from Japan are 
engineered for harsh Australian conditions is perfect is
for outdoor applications.

Features:
• Japanese Calendared PVC especially

formulated for Australia
• UV stabilised for proven longevity
• Non-slip technology for less stickiness
• Superior plasticisers and cold crack
additiadditives offer greater flexibility

• Sunsmart



Invite your family and friends over and enjoy the extra
space and all year weather protection rain, hail or shine.
Every day is a perfect day with your very own outdoor
living area. You’ll never have to cancel a party again!

Bring the outdoors in with the exclusive Doors Blinds 
& Shutters outdoor alfresco solutions. ALFRESCO 

LIVING makes your outdoors indoors with an Alfresco 
designed patio blind for your home. The addition of 

outdoor blinds guarantees even more 
enjoyment all year round.

Patio Blinds
Protection from the elements can be achieved with the 
installation of quality patio blinds. Available in a wide range 
of colours that can only enhance your outdoor setting the 
choice of sidewinder operation for ease of control is a 
valuable addition and provide years of hassle free use.

Mesh & CanMesh & Canvas Awnings
Stay cooler in the summer and warmer in winter with 

the addition of awnings installed to your home. The choice 
of either canvas, acrylic or mesh materials they are an answer
to all your requirements. An extensive range of colours and 
designs make it a breeze to compliment the decor of your 
home. A practical and stylish outdoor blind designed

tto reduce the heat within the home.

KUMO surpasses the frontiers
of design. Pure style, no visible
screws, no plastic used on the

on the side covers. 

KUMO can reach a 6 metres width with a 3,15 metres
projection. It is a total cassette that guarantees a
hermetic closure of the awning in any width and
projection, thanks to the particular shape of the
terminal bar. This preserves the fabric and the

aesthetic line over time. KUMO can be installed on
wall or ceiling. Since its wall or ceiling. Since its particular hanging system
hides the wall fixing plate, KUMO seems to naturally
come out of the house wall as it were a structural

element. 

Outdoor Blinds



Internal Blinds
Roller Blinds
Easy to operate, roller blinds are the ultimate functional blind with more 
than 200 fabric selection in our roller range. From modern to eclectic mix 
of textures and also a wide selection of plains, whites and neutral shades.

The blinds fit within the frame of the window which keeps them in place 
when the window is open or closed. They’re easy to pull up and down and 
can be positioned at just the right lecan be positioned at just the right level to allow the perfect amount of 
daylight in. 

Roller blind fabrics are designed specifically for strong sun and 
damaging ultra violet light making them extremely hardy and long 
lasting. Our fabric collection incorporates a vast array of sheer, 
translucent and blockout fabrics in both plain and textured finishes.

Roller blinds allow you to combine the functionality of two different fabrics 
in the one in the one roller blind system offering flexibility to adjust both light levels 
and night time privacy in the application. 

Roman Blinds
The Doors Blinds & Shutters Roman Blind offers 
a modern contemporary design to compliment 
any interior. Our Roman Blind offers a smooth 
premium chain drive system with increased 
load capacity and a spline fabric attachment 
rreducing light gaps.

Sewless roman blinds - have pocketed panels 
but with no stitching joins.

Visionwood Venetians
Visionwood Venetians are a great alternative to natural 
wood particularly where the style and functionality of 
painted timber Venetians is required but durability and 
budget constraints are also a consideration. The 63mm 
slat is a great alternative for budget conscious customers 
wanting to achieve the look of Plantation Shutters.wanting to achieve the look of Plantation Shutters.



Internal Blinds

Vertical Blinds
Doors Blinds & Shutters Absolute Verticals allow 
you total control over your level of heat and 
privacy while regulating just the right amount of 
light into your room.
Our European designed tracking system adds 
an ultra modean ultra modern sleek design to the blind and is
well suited for both casual or formal areas of 
your home while still being a great option for 
commercial applications.  The Absolute 
track also has a unique slat release system to 
allow the blades to be moved left or right for 
easy window cleaning.

 Panel Blinds
Designed as a modern alternative to Vertical Blinds, 
the Doors Blinds & Shutters Panel Glide combines the 
elegance of curtains with the functionality of blinds. 
The fabric panels move effortlessly through multiple 
tracking channels with the use of a smooth operating 
wand that eliminawand that eliminates the need for chains and safety 
devices and enhances the sleek elegance of this simplistic 
blind.
When open, the panels stack neatly behind each other, 
sliding them closed creates a complete fabric display where 
the panels overlap to eliminate light gaps and can be used 
to control privacy and light filtration. Choose matching fabric
for for Rollers or Romans to create a consistent décor throughout 
the home.

Honeycell
Create a striking look with a combination of design
and the exceptional structure of Honeycell fabrics.

25mm Honeycell is a patented cellular blind available 
in both blockout and light filtering. The Honeycell 
traps air within each cell creating an effective insulation barrier.

The metallised lining within the blocThe metallised lining within the blockout cells provides 
superior insulation keeping the home warmer in Winter
and cooler in Summer. With no visible holes this also makes 
this blind an ideal option where complete room darkening 
is required such as bedrooms and theatre rooms.

The neutral colour palette of the light filtering blind adds 
a lovely ambience to your décor while still allowing light, 
priprivacy and insulation for your home.



Curtains & Sheers

Doors Blinds & Shutters comprehensive new signature 
curtain fabric collection features 12 of Australia’s most 
popular sheer fabrics and a neutral blockout fabric.

From super sheers, voiles, elegant linen looks to linen 
blends, it’s easy to achieve the perfect combination of 
privacy and light protection needed for your next interior
pproject. Our complimentary range of curtain tracks are
available in white, silver anodised and black colours.

We also offer Somfy’s Glydea™ motorisation solutions for
higher-end projects. Motorised curtains are fast becoming 
the standard for premium homes, luxury apartments, quality 
hotels and conference venues.

Commercial TrackDesigner Track

         S-Fold                                   Pinch Pleat                        Triple Pinch Pleat

Selecting the right curtain tracking is an important decision from both a practical and 
aesthetic perspective.

Curtain tracks offer a minimalist profile, smooth operation, and adapt for a wide variety of 
curtain heading styles.

Doors Blinds & Shutters Residential track is a timeless classic and complements 
traditional architecture – Available in white, black and anodised silver.

Residential Track



Plantation Shutters
Australian Made PVC
Doors Blinds & Shutters PVC Australian Made 
Shutters offer a classic timeless look that 
enhances any décor.

Our PVC shutters come in solid PVC with an aluminium 
core for stability and carry a 10 year warranty. They are 
low mainlow maintenance and allergy free and allow excellent 
control of light and airflow. PVC Shutters also offer 
privacy and are a great insulator assisting with the 
reduction of energy costs.

Doors Blinds & Shutters PVC Shutters are excellent for high 
moisture areas such as bathrooms and kitchens and are 
easily cleaned and maintained.

Fusion H Plantation Shutters
Modelled on heavy construction and civil engineering 
“universal” beams, our incredibly strong H-shaped 
aluminium insert provides increased strength and long 
lasting performance in all our shutter louvres. In addition, 
all of our Fusion PLUS panels are fabricated with solidly 
construcconstructed mortise and tenon joints, reinforced with the 
highest strength industrial adhesive then sealed with 
stainless-steel and weather-resistant screws to insure a 
lifetime of longevity that won’t crack, sag, warp or split 
over time.

Basswood Plantation Shutters
All of our Sovereign Basswood Shutters are 
lovingly crafted from A-Grade American
Basswood (tilia americana), which is a native 
hardwood harvested exclusively from the east 
coast forests of North America. We use this 
hahardwood timber Premium A-Grade American 
Basswood for its light weight, unmatched 
stability, splendid colour/grain uniformity, its 
remarkable resistance to warping and its 
reliable stability when cut, shaped and dried.

Aluminium Plantation Shutters 
Aluminium is both an incredibly strong and 
reliably durable metal especially given its 
remarkably light weight. When successfully 
extruded into our shutter blades and frames 
– which are also entirely moisture sealed and 
impeimpervious to insect attack, aluminium shutters 
are the perfect solution for all indoor and 
outdoor applications making it ideal for 
wet/rainy conditions.



Roller Shutters
Manual Roller Shutters
With our range of roller shutters you can select the 
type of operation that will best suit your home and 
your budget. Winder operation is easy to use and is 
perfect for average sized windows such as in the 
bedroom or kitchen in your home. The winder 
control operation provides an affordable option for control operation provides an affordable option for 
average sized windows in your home. The winder 
control system is designed for shutters up to 4.8m2

         WHITE                             CREAM                              SAND                               BEIGE                              BROWN                              RED

         GREEN                             APO GREY                      BLACK               WOODLAND GREY           MONUMENT                       JASPER

Electric Roller Shutters
Motorised operation for roller shutters is the ultimate
solution in ease and efficiency. Motorised operation 
provides convenience that can be controlled by the 
simple press of a button. Designed for all sizes and 
applications. If your window is over 4.8m2 then the 
operation for operation for your roller shutter must be electric. A 
range of differant switches and remote controls are 
also avaialble.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS.
Up to 40% Energy Savings on Heating & Cooling - Blockout 80% of Heat & Cold  
Security/Peace of Mind 62% Noise Reduction - Insulating Qualities - Light Control  

100% Privacy - Internal Controls - Airflow Control  - Value For Money
Ozroll Drive System
The OZ Drive system is a low voltage battery operated drive 
system that is not reliant upon mains power. With operation 
at the touch of a button this unique system offers a cost 
effective alternative to current control options with many 
other additional benefits including a more efficient installation.
Each moEach motor is equipped with a low voltage cable which is 
connected directly to the back of the wall plate or to the fixed 
switch allowing for power to be generated through the motor. 
Both the portable controller and the fixed switch are equipped 
with re-chargeable batteries that can be easily charged via a 
number of convenient options. 



Roller Shutters
55MM widespan
This roller shutter range is made with a precision
roll formed roller shutter profile and is suitable
for many widespan applications

77MM WIDESPAN
The 77mm Widespan Roller Shutter range is made 
with a strong precision roll formed roller shutter 
profile and is suitable for many widespan 
applications up to 5900mm, including residential 
& commercial garage doors and commercial 
windows, shop fwindows, shop fronts & doorways.
It is an ideal roller shutter application for entry level 
security for factories, warehouses, clubs, pubs & hotels, 
restaurants, pharmacies & sports complexes.

EASYVIEW
EasyView™ is a strong roller shutter system constructed 
of an extruded aluminium and transparent UV resistant 
polycarbonate profile which provides added security 
and permanent views of the outdoors.
Suitable for a wide range of domestic applications, 
EasyView™ is ideal for ouEasyView™ is ideal for outdoor patio, verandah and 
pergola areas providing permanent outside views in 
a modern and sleek design. EasyView™ provides an 
affordable way of creating that extra room, while
protecting families from the elements in both 
Winter and Summer.

Neo Smart App
This app is extremely versatile and the easiest to 
setup that we have seen. Control your motorised 
products individually, or by area, or the whole house 
at once from anywhere in the world with an internet 
connection. Or just schedule your daily use to 
happen auhappen automatically. Simply buy the link box, 
download the app for either Android or Apple and 
you’re off and running. The Alpha-Neo app is 
compatible with every Alpha remote control motor 
that has ever been sold and all of our current lineup
including DC products.

• Domestic Windows.
• Domestic Doorways.
• Garage Doors.

• Light Commercial Shop Fronts & Windows.
• Counter Tops/Serveries.

• Entry Level Security for Factories, Warehouses,
Clubs, Pubs & HoClubs, Pubs & Hotels, Restaurants, Pharmacies

& Sports Complexes..



Finance Options
At a glance

Access a network of leading Skye retailers to shop - 
up to 24 months Interest Free* - with a Skye card.

Rates & Fees
$99 Annual Fee

Why Skye Card?
Why wait when you can buy it now,
with generous Interest Free terms?

Seen a big ticket item but don’t want to 
pay for it up front or pay high interest 
rates on your current credit card? 
WWith a Skye account you don’t have 

to. You can get more out of life right now 
with generous Interest Free terms.

Let’s say you want to 
enclose your patio...
You want it right now? 
but you don’t want to pay 
cash for it up front. Having 
a Skye account means 

yyou can entertain right away.



Notes/Estimates:



Location - About us

At Doors Blinds & Shutters you will find an extensive 
range of Security & Screen Doors.

Quality Indoor and Outdoor blinds including:

Roller Blinds, Roman Blinds,Venetian Blinds,
Vertical Blinds, Panel Blinds, Honeycell &Plantation 

Shutters.

CuCurtains & Sheers

Ziptrak Blinds, External Roller Shutters, 
Awnings & Folding Arm Awnings.

Whether your lookIng for indoors or outdoors - 
We've GOT YOU COVERED

A family business with in excess of 100 years experience. 
We are dedicated to providing not only the best product but 

also the best in cusalso the best in customer service, QUALITY ADVICE, PRODUCT & SERVICE 

WWW.DOORSBLINDSANDSHUTTERS.COM.AU

HOPPERS CROSSING
1/367 Old Geelong Road
Hoppers Crossing
9369 0344

sales@doorsblindsandshutters.com.au


